Abstract. Consider n = 2l ≥ 4 point particles with equal masses in space, subject to the following symmetry constraint: at each instant they form an orbit of the dihedral group D l , where D l is the group of order 2l generated by two rotations of angle π around two secant lines in space meeting at an angle of π/l. By adding a homogeneous potential of degree −α for α ∈ (0, 2) (which recovers the gravitational Newtonian potential), one finds a special n-body problem with three degrees of freedom, which is a kind of generalisation of Devaney isosceles problem, in which all orbits have zero angular momentum. In the paper we find all the central configurations and we compute the dimension of the stable/unstable manifolds.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to compute all the central configurations and the dimension of the stable/unstable manifolds for the dihedral symmetric n-body problem in space under the action of a homogeneous potential of degree −α. For the Newtonian potential this problem is a kind of generalisation of Devaney planar isosceles three body problem [10, 11] .The dihedral problem is a special case of the full n-body problem which reduces to a Hamiltonian system with three degrees of freedom. Briefly, one takes n = 2l ≥ 4 equal masses whose initial position and velocity are symmetric with respect to the dihedral group of rotations D l ⊂ SO (3) . So the masses form a (possibly degenerate and non-regular) antiprism in space (and they are vertices of two symmetric parallel l-gons). Because of the symmetry of the problem, the masses will remain in such a configuration for all time. Hence we have a system with only three degrees of freedom. For l = 2, the four bodies are at vertices of a tetrahedron, and the problem has been studied in a series of papers by Delgado and Vidal [24, 9] . The main tool is the use of McGehee coordinates introduced in [17] but for a general homogeneous potential of degree −α. We replace the singularity due to total collapse with an invariant immersed manifold in the full phase Date: March 11, 2008. space usually called total collision manifold which is the immersion of the parabolic manifold of the projected phase space. We explicitly compute all central configurations for this problem and show that just three types can arise: a planar regular 2l-gon, a regular l-gonal prism and a l-gonal anti-prism.
The motivation in order to study this kind of problem is twofold. From one side this problem is difficult enough to put on evidence some chaotic behaviour of the full n-body problem and at the same time it is simple enough to carry out some explicit computations. From the other side the interest in this kind of problem is due to the fact that it includes a lot of other problems with two or three degrees of freedom studied in the past decades. The literature is quite broad and we limit ourself to quote only some closest results; among the others is the tetrahedral four body problem without and with rotation, studied respectively in [9] and [24] , the rectangular four body problem studied by Simó and Lacomba in [21] .
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McGehee coordinates, projections and regularisations
Let V = R d denote the Euclidean space of dimension d and n ≥ 2 an integer. Let 0 denote the origin 0 ∈ R d . Let m 1 , . . . , m n be n positive numbers (which can be thought as masses). The configuration space of n point particles with masses m i respectively and center of mass in 0 can be identified with the subspace of V n consisting of all points
Let n denote the set {1, . . . , n} of the first n positive integers. For each pair of indexes i, j ∈ n let ∆ i,j denote the collision set of the i-th and j-th particles ∆ i,j = {q ∈ X|q i = q j }. Let ∆ = ∪ i,j ∆ i,j be the collision set.
Let X ⊂ V n be an open cone (RX = X) and let α > 0 be a given positive real number. We consider the potential function (the opposite of the potential energy) defined by
If M is the diagonal matrix, then Newton equations
can be written in Hamiltonian form as
where the Hamiltonian is
Then equations (2.1) can be written in polar coordinates by setting the mass norm in V n defined for every q ∈ X as q 2 = Mq, q and suitably rescaling the momentum as follows
In these coordinates equations (2.1) can be read as
where the time has been rescaled by dt = ρ 1+β dτ (that is,
; now the energy can be written as
Let k := dn and let us consider the projection (q, p) → (s, z) from the full phase space X × R k to the reduced space S k−1 × R k (which is the trivial R k -bundle on the ellipsoid S k−1 )
In McGehee coordinates it is easy to see that the flow on X × R k can be projected to
Also, being X a cone, it is a cone on its (k −1)-dimensional intersection with the ellipsoid S k−1 , which we will denote simply by S = S k−1 ∩ X. We define the parabolic manifold as the projection of all zero-energy orbits (or, equivalently, of the zero-energy submanifold of
Its dimension is dim S + k − 1 = 2k − 2. This is also the projection of McGehee total collision manifold (see [17, 10, 18, 19] ); the manifold of (s, z) here is not considered as embedded in the space of (ρ, s, z) with ρ = 0. By the form of equation (2.2), it is easy to prove the following proposition.
2.1. Lemma. Solutions of (2.4 ) in S × R k are projections of solutions of (2.2 ) . The parabolic manifold P is invariant for the flow of (2.4 ) , and solutions in P can be lifted to X × R k by integrating the equation
The parabolic manifold P is the boundary of the (2k−1)-dimensional elliptic and hyperbolic manifolds, defined as
They are again invariant (even if the function
, and correspond to projection of elliptic/hyperbolic orbits (that is, orbits with negative/positive energy). In fact, any fixed-energy (negative/positive) surface is homeomorphic to the elliptic/hyperbolic manifold. Given a solution of (2.4) in the elliptic or hyperbolic manifolds, for each energy value h the lifted solutions in X × R k can be found simply by applying (2.3) as
2h .
The parabolic manifold P is fiberwise homeomorphic to a trivial (k−1)-sphere bundle on S ⊂ S k−1 . The next change of coordinates, due to McGehee [17] (with a reference to Sundman [22] ), is needed for defining the Sundman-Lyapunov coordinate v and for the regularisation of the parabolic manifold P . Let v, w ∈ R × R k be defined by
Then z = vMs + Mw and w, Ms = 0, and equations (2.4) can be replaced by
where ∇ s denotes covariant derivative, i.e. the component of the gradient tangent to the inertia ellipsoid q = 1:
The parabolic manifold P is then defined by the equation
The trivial bundle S × R k is simply decomposed as the sum of the normal bundle (s, v) of S in R k and the tangent bundle T S (with coordinates (s, w)). By the first equation in (2.6)
can be deduced the well-known fact that for 0 < α < 2, v is a Lyapunov function on the flow in the parabolic and hyperbolic manifolds, and therefore the flow is dissipative (gradient-like). Moreover, the equilibrium points in (2.6) are the projections of the equilibrium points of (2.2) (and the projection is one-to-one in the parabolic manifold), which can be found as solutions of (2.7)
Hence all equilibrium points belong to the parabolic manifold P . The constant solution in a central configurations with v 2 = 2U(s) can be lifted to the full space as a homotetic parabolic orbit by integrating (back to the real time coordinate)
, assuming the total collision occurs at t = 0 (the + sign yields an ejection solution, the − sign yields a collision solution). More generally, homotetic solutions (i.e. s ′ = 0, with s(t) ≡s) can be found in the hyperbolic and elliptic manifolds by setting in equations (2.6) s ′ = w = 0, and therefore by integrating the single equation
and then lifting the solution found to the full space using the energy relation (2.5). The graphs of homotetic solutions are straight lines contained in the normal bundle of S in S × R k .
The dihedral 2n-body problem
Let R 3 ∼ = C × R be endowed with coordinates (z, y), z ∈ C, y ∈ R. For l ≥ 1, let ζ l denote the primitive root of unity ζ l = e 2πi/l ; the dihedral group D l ⊂ SO(3) is the group of order 2l generated by the rotations
where z is the complex conjugate of z. The non-trivial elements of D l = ζ l , κ are the l − 1 rotations around the l-gonal axis ζ Consider the permutation representation of D l given by left multiplication (that is, the Cayley immersion σ : D l → Σ 2l of D l into the symmetric group on the 2l elements of D l , defined by σ(g)(x) = gx for each g, x ∈ D l , see [13] for more details). The action of D l on R 3 induces an orthogonal action on the configuration space R 6l of n = 2l point particles q i ∈ R 3 in the three-dimensional space. The Newtonian potential for the n-body problem, homogeneous with degree −α induces by restriction on the fixed subspace R 6l
provided we assume (without loss of generality) all masses m 2 i = 1/l. Now, the potential U in (3.1) can be re-written in terms of coordinates
By definition, for each g ∈ D l , U(gq) = U(q). Further symmetries of U are: (i) the reflection on the plane y = 0 (given by h : (z, y) → (z, −y)), (ii) the l reflections on the planes containing the l-gonal axis and one of the digonal axes, (iii) and the l reflections on the planes containing the l-gonal axis and the points (ζ
It is not difficult to prove that these are (up to conjugacy and multiplication with elements in D l ) all the elements of the normaliser of In these coordinates the potential function U(q) can be written as
We can now state the integral representation of the potential (3.2) proven in the Appendix A (see also [2] and remark A.5 below).
3.1. Proposition. For β ∈ (0, 1), r ∈ (0, 1] and ξ ∈ S 1 ⊂ C the potential U can be written as
where c l is the constant c l =
Proof. U(θ, ϕ)=(2 cos ϕ)
where I(r, θ)
In spherical coordinates, the symmetry reflections of U are (up to conjugacy) (i) the reflection on the horizontal plane: h ϕ : (θ, ϕ) → (θ, −ϕ), (ii) the reflection on the plane containing the l-gonal axis and the digonal axis h θ : (θ, ϕ) → (−θ, ϕ) (iii) and the reflection on the plane containing the l-gonal axis and the point (e πi/l , 0), defined as h ′ θ : (θ, ϕ) → (π/l − θ, ϕ). As direct consequence of the Palais' symmetric criticality principle, it follows that critical points of the restrictions of the reduced potential U to the 1-spheres of such fixed planes are critical points for the restriction of U to the sphere, and hence are central configurations for U. In fact, as already observed this 1-spheres are nothing but the spaces fixed by each of the reflections given in (i), (ii) and (iii). In principle it can be exist other critical points for the restriction of the potential U to the sphere which do not lie in these fixed spaces. However if we are able to show that out of this 1-spheres the derivative of the potential is bounded away from zero, we have done.
Now consider the derivative with respect to θ of U, which by Proposition 3.1 can be written as follows
where I(r, θ) is strictly positive and defined for (θ, r) = (2kπ/l, 1), k integer. Hence for each r ∈ (0, 1] the derivative ∂U ∂θ is strictly negative for θ ∈ (0, π 2l ) and strictly positive for θ ∈ ( π 2l , π l ). It is zero for θ = kπ 2l
and r ∈ (0, 1) and θ = (2k + 1)π 2l and r = 1. Thus, for ϕ = 0, we have proved the following proposition: 3.3. Lemma (Planar 2l-gon). For any α ∈ (0, 2) central configurations which are h ϕ -symmetric are on the vertices (e (2k+1)πi/(2l) , 0) of the regular 2l-gon.
3.2.
Prism type central configurations. Now we have to explore the cases θ = kπ/l and θ = (2k + 1)π/(2l), which correspond respectively to prisms and antiprisms. The derivative of (3.3) with respect to ϕ is (3.5)
The term in square brackets f θ (ϕ) has the same sign of ∂U ∂ϕ , and since c l is a constant and each term of the sum is strictly monotone in ϕ, for each θ the function f θ (ϕ) can vanish at most once in the interval (0, π/2). Since the limit of the sum as ϕ → π/2 is zero and c l is positive, there will be a unique zero in (0, π/2) (for a fixed θ) for all the values θ such that lim ϕ→0 f θ (ϕ) < 0, i.e.
Now, since lim ϕ→0 f 0 (ϕ) = −∞, there exists a unique minimumφ for θ = kπ/l, k = 0 . . . 2l − 1, corresponding to a prism.
Lemma (Prisms). There are exactly 4l central configurations which are h θ -symmetric (up to conjugacy), and they are precisely on the vertices of a prism: (cosφ
We observe that in the dihedral four body problem these kind of central configurations collapse to square type central configurations. We remark that in the four body problem the antiprism type central configurations reduce to tetrahedral type configurations.
Proof. It suffices to show that
If ⌊l/2⌋ denotes the greatest integer n ≤ l/2, that is
On the other hand
the conclusion would follow once we could prove that
where
If l = 2, it turns out that C 1 = 2 β − 1 and hence 2 ⌊l/2⌋
, which is greater than 2 for all α = 2β, so that 2C
, and therefore
The first term is estimated by
and all other terms C j with j ≥ 2 are in any case greater than −1; thus for l ≥ 4
and thus for all l ≥ 4 we have 2
Since there are no other central configurations, by (3.4), we can summarise the results in the following proposition. In fact, in figure 2 it is drawn a geodesic triangle which represents the fundamental domain on the shape sphere for the dihedral n-body problem. In this figure are shown the three types of central configurations arising in the problem we are dealing with in the exact location together with. Moreover we observe that due to the symmetry constraint only two types of collisions can occur. We denoted by the name l-adic collision and binary collision, meaning that in the first case two clusters of l-bodies simultaneously collide, while in the second case l clusters of 2 bodies simultaneously collide. This two types of collisions are all located on the same plane containing the planar central configurations while the l-adic central configurations can be represented in the north and south pole of the shape sphere. Now consider equations (2.6) in coordinates (θ, ϕ) on the sphere:
we set w 1 and w 2 such that w = w 1 ∂s ∂θ + w 2 ∂s ∂ϕ , i.e. (since s = (cos ϕe iθ , sin ϕ)),
Then w = w 
Thus the eigenvalues of the linearization can be computed in terms of the eigenvalues of the Hessian D 2 U(s) of U(θ, ϕ): 3.8. Proposition. All equilibrium points of (3.6 ) The aim of this section is to give a direct proof of the integral representation for the potential U used before in order to compute all the central configurations.
2l-gon and prism > 0 3 2 3 1 < 0 2 3 1 3
anti-prism > 0 2 3 2 2 < 0 3 2 2 2 Table 1 . Dimensions of stable and unstable manifolds.
For l ≥ 2, let P l denote the l-adic Perron-Frobenius operator, defined on complex functions f :
).
For each k ∈ Z,
In terms of the l-adic Perron-Frobenius operator, the potential (3.2) can be written as
denotes the function P l |1 − rξ| −α of argument ξ evaluated at ξ l . In order to compute P l |1 − rξ| −α , we expand |1 − rξ| −α in a double power series as follows.
A.1. Lemma. For each r ∈ (0, 1] and α = 2β > 0
with, for each n ≥ 0,
Proof.
Now, recall that for each β > 0 and N integer .
We can now use the integral representation of the binomial function 
